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Senior Design

Executive Summary
This Final Report will go over the project deliverables and future steps in the making of a rod
bending approximator tool by the Cal Poly Senior Design team for the client SeaSpine. The latest
designs and research done regarding minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is covered including the
impediments with the current methods. SeaSpine presented the need to our team for an
approximating tool within the MIS procedure. Our team began project planning through task
generation and schedule development. Once the product definition was fully understood,
competition was evaluated and engineering specifications were created for the project. A
conceptual design was modeled through Solidworks and compared to requirements. Once the
design was selected upon, our final design was refined upon and the first prototype was
machined and feasibility testing was done. Some key customer requirements for this apparatus
was to be lightweight, one user-friendly, and to span multiple spinal fusion levels. The resulting
prototype was under 8 ounces, however, to span across multiple levels would require reducing
or changing the material. This also impacts usability, as the apparatus needs to be suitable for
one user.

2

Introduction
This senior design project involved creating a device that aids a spinal surgeon in rod contouring
approximation used in spinal fusion surgery. Our goals were to come up with a mechanical
design and concept of this device that will be used in conjunction with the SeaSpine Mariner
MIS Posterior Fixation System.
The background of this document will overview the circumstances leading up to using minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) and why there is a need for a new device. This leads to the objectives,
which include the summaries of all of the requirements and specifications that the customer
asks for and describes how specifications are measured. Next is an overview of project
management for the overall design process, deliverables, and a summary of the Critical Path
with a network diagram.
This leads into the morphology that outlines the four different concepts that led to a conceptual
evaluation using Pugh Charts. After the evaluations, a final concept was chosen to showcase in
the conceptual model section. An overview of the detailed design with plans for manufacturing
followed by new material such as: detailed test protocols, testing data and analyses, and future
plans are also discussed in this report.
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Background
SeaSpine Inc. has progressed spinal surgery with the introduction of its Mariner MIS Posterior
Fixation System. This system provides surgeons with a minimally invasive solution ranging from
hybrid, revision, and adjacent segment procedures. Minimally invasive spinal surgeries have
been introduced since the mid-1900s, with one example being the thoracoscope-assisted
procedure for spinal deformities or thoracic disc herniations [1].
The MIS spinal fusion surgery procedure is typically used for spinal curvature disorders such as
kyphosis, lordosis, and scoliosis. Kyphosis is the excessive outward curvature of the spine that
causes a hunching of the back. Kyphosis occurs when the vertebrae in the upper back become
wedge-shaped and can be caused by broken or crushed vertebrae [2]. It can be described as a
forward rounding of the back. Lordosis occurs when there is an excessive inward curve of the
spine. Excessive inward curvature can occur in the lower back and the neck. There are many
causes of lordosis, and some are diseases that adversely affect the spine’s structural integrity.
Some causes can be kyphosis due to imbalance compensation, obesity, and osteoporosis [3].
Scoliosis is the sideways curvature of the spine that affects many patients in their adolescence.
Many cases of scoliosis have unknown causes; however, those with conditions such as cerebral
palsy and muscular dystrophy have a higher probability [4]. Sometimes the facet joints of the
spine will deteriorate with age, allowing spinal bones to tilt and shift sideways.
If non-surgical methods are not a solution due to the severity of these spinal curvature diseases,
then a few surgical procedures are available to consider. For mild scoliosis pinching a nerve at
one level, the surgeon will perform a laminectomy. This procedure involves removing the back
of the affected vertebrae to access the spinal cord or relieve pressure on nerves [5]. It was once
a significant spine operation, but it has evolved over time to be operable in a minimally invasive
setting.
For more severe issues with spinal stability, deformity, or pain, the surgeon may perform spinal
fusion surgery. During this procedure, two vertebrae are fused together to make them square,
restoring alignment. Hardware such as pedicle screws, rods, plates, and cages are used to
maintain vertebral distance and graftings. A bone graft is used to create a solid bridge between
the two vertebrae to stop movement in that section of the spine. Due to this, it may take well
over several months to create a solid fusion.
Spinal fusion can be done minimally invasively through a technique called interbody fusion
surgery. These types of fusions are done by the surgeon accessing the spine through incisions in
the lower back or incisions in the side of the patient. A transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion
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(TLIF) procedure is done to decompress the spinal cord or nerves and to prevent further
movement. This reduces degeneration at the joints being affected. In this procedure, the disc
between vertebrae is replaced by a bone graft and an interbody cage to restore disc height, and
the affected vertebrae are immobilized with pedicle screws and rods. TLIF may also be done to
remove problematic facet joints, which are the connections between the bones of the spine
where the nerve root passes through [6].
Within this minimally invasive approach for spinal surgery, one drawback is the absence of
visibility that surgeons used for rod contouring. Hollow metal towers are placed through the
small incisions made to create a path for the surgeon to accurately install the pedicle screw and
install the rod without having a full view underneath the skin surface. Without an accurate
template for rod contouring, surgeons in a study were found to overbend the rod up to 20
degrees [7]. To address these concerns, some patents have been presented to the market for
assisted rod contouring, listed in the table below. Other studies have shown to measure the
spinal curvature by using a reference measurement called the Cobb angle utilizing X-ray as a
reference point for accurate rod bending curvature [8]. A Cobb angle can determine the
magnitude of a spinal deformity such as scoliosis (Cobb angle greater than 10 degrees) and
assess kyphosis or lordosis in the sagittal plane [9,10]. Unfortunately, this is not a definite way
to assess spinal curvature due to individual observational error (5-10 degrees of variation) and
minor rotation of patients between examinations that can significantly change the
measurements.
There is a limited number of designs that are currently on the market, with the most recent
being the Bendini by NuVasive, which uses a computer-assisted rod contouring system to aid in
accurate rod bending [11].
Another design by Siemens is the ARTIS pheno, a robot-assisted device that is a angiography
system developed for use in minimally invasive surgery. This device has 2K recording quality and
allows the surgeon to move the patient in many directions to perform more efficiently. [15]
Next, the VIPER 2 MIS Spine System by DePuy Synthes aims to help surgeons in minimally
invasive surgeries with two-step extension loading and 30 comprehensive instruments that can
handle pathologies from degenerative to deformity. [15]
Studies have shown that when patients returned for revision surgery, the use of Bendini
resulted in more complications in the long run [12]. The closest tool that is used as a rod
approximator only works with pre-bent rods and only advises the surgeon on the length of rod
necessary for the patient. Any additional rod bending needed for the pre-made rods would not
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be able to be done. In addition, the current tool has a range of one to three levels and assumes
lordosis in the spine, which heavily limits the application for the tool. A device is desired to
accomplish this between the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spine. This highlights the
importance of accuracy of rod contouring during the initial surgery to ensure fewer patient
complications in years to come.
Some initial research was also done to ensure that we don’t infringe upon any existing products
due to our choices in design. The table below outlines five existing patents and a description of
how we addressed those concerns of infringement.
Table 1: Relevant Patents for Rod Contouring and MIS Methods.
Patent #

Title

Patent Description

US200502 Computer-aided
62911A1 3-dimensional bending of
spinal rod implants

Automated rod bending to speed up the process
from manual bending. Our product does not do
automated bending.

US107654 Rod Contouring Apparatus
88B2
for Percutaneous Pedicle
Screw Extension

Anatomic points are projected outside the body
through the use of extenders. Our product
utilizers the area within the tower to confirm
accuracy

US100858 Rod Contouring Alignment
07B2
Linkage

Extenders are inserted in a piece and an alignment
linkage is used to ensure the extenders are parallel
to each other. We are using a locking mechanism
that is by SeaSpine Inc.

11096623

This report demonstrates a method of using
software to determine the distance traveled from
the beginning of the scoliosis/kyphosis to a second
forward tilt, whereas we will not be infringing
because our method will be purely mechanical.
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Orthopedic retractor for
lateral spine surgery.

Our design can infringe upon this claim through
the use of angles. Our design focuses a lot on the
use of angles and trigonometry which can
potentially infringe upon this part of the patent.
Something that we can do to avoid any
infringement is refrain from using relative angles
in our calculations and designs.

There are multiple applicable industry standards that this device will follow due to it being used
in a surgical setting. Standards regarding types of materials that are approved for use and
finishes for materials can be found below.
Table 2: ASTM Standards.
Standard

What it Covers

ASTM F899

Classes of Wrought Stainless Steels utilized
for the manufacturing of surgical instruments

ASTM F86

Surface finishes for metallic surface implants
to improve corrosion resistance

4

Objectives

4.1

Problem Statement
Spinal fusion surgery is done on thousands of patients each year, requiring the use of rods and
screws to help the vertebrae fuse. Minimally invasive techniques where the surgeons operate
through small incisions in the patient’s back are becoming more common nowadays, reducing
postoperative healing time and complications. In previous open-back surgeries, surgeons had
better visibility regarding rod bending to the patient’s anatomy than they do now with the small
incisions. This project involved explicitly creating a completed prototype of a rod bend
approximator to help the surgeon overcome the visualization problem stated above and
confirm if they hit their target shape.
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Boundary Definition
This approximator is solely intended to approximate the rod curvature after the towers and
incisions have been made. No additional incisions will be needed for the use of this tool.
Included with the prototype will be completed prints including all tolerancing, the surgical
technique draft for the use of the approximator, documentation of design, tolerance stack-up,
and the Bill of Materials.
The Indications for Use are as follows:
The Seaspine Rod Bend Approximator is indicated for use in minimally invasive spinal fusion
surgery of multiple levels within the thoracic and lumbar regions. More specifically, by use of
trigonometric and anatomical relations, it accurately approximates the curvature of a spine for
a surgeon to contour rods relative to. It is, however, not to be used for certain surgeries involving
a spine tumor or any infections in the spine [13]. It should be used in conjunction with the
MarinerⓇ MIS Posterior Fixation System and its pedicle screws. Candidates for this surgery must
be skeletally mature (over 25 years of age) [14].

4.3

Customer Wants/Needs
According to our sponsors, Zac Dooley and Leah Sherman, the functionality of this tool must be
compatible with SeaSpine’s MarinerⓇ MIS Posterior Fixation System. The device also needed to
be biocompatible with materials that meet surgery standards, lightweight so that it can rest on
the patient, re-usable, and relatively inexpensive to manufacture. A complete list of these
requirements can be found in Appendix A.

4.4

Engineering Specifications
Looking at these customer wants/needs, we began to translate them into engineering
specifications that can be quantitatively measured in future tests. In order to be compatible
with SeaSpine’s MarinerⓇ MIS Posterior Fixation System, part of the device needed to be less
than the width of the MIS towers and tabs, and this is so that the internal angles of the spine
can be accurately measured through the pedicle screws.
Below in Table 3 is an outline of these engineering specifications derived from the House of
Quality and Quality Function Deployment approach. Each specification is discussed in more
detail afterward, especially those that have a high risk (likelihood of failing).
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Table 3: Engineering Specifications Table.
Spec. # Parameter Description

Requirements Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Weight

8 oz

Max

Low

I

2

Size

195 x 30 mm

Max

Moderate

I

3

Steam Sterilizability

0 microbes

Max

High

T, I

4

# of Operators for
Usability

1 person

Max

Moderate

I

5

Span Multiple Levels

3-5 Levels

Min.

High

T, A

● Weight: The usability of our approximator was based highly on its weight. If the device is too
heavy, it would be uncomfortable to use and would require more than two hands to operate,
making it harder for the surgeon to accomplish their task. It also needed to rest on the patient
when not in use, which also is based on the weight. This specification can be measured through
a scale that specifies units in ounces.
● Size: The approximator needed to work on both the lumbar and thoracic regions of the spine.
Its size needed to be limited along with the weight to be operated by a single surgeon and span
at least five levels. With measuring tape, we compared our device to the average lengths of
those regions (the vertebral column in an average male is 71 cm long [6]). Using a
piece-by-piece approach with connecting bars, our device will be able to span multiple levels
without a significant issue.
● Steam Sterilizability: Reusable surgical instruments are placed in a cleaner and autoclave after
use. The autoclave consists of steam sterilization, so the water that comes from condensation
may affect the surgical instrument if it has too many blind holes or cannulas. Limiting this in our
design to about five can reduce the issues that may result from poor cleaning.
This was listed as a high-risk specification as our initial designs consisted of various telescoping
mechanisms that could reach the pedicle screws at the bottom of the MIS towers and tabs.
Various holes and cannulas have been coming up in multiple sketches that we have made, and
limiting them has been challenging to accommodate for sterilization. This specification was
essential because the device needs to be reusable.
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● # of Operators for Usability: Going hand-in-hand with our weight and size requirements, the
parameter we were trying to stay in range of for the number of operators is one. If multiple
people need to handle the device to approximate the rod shape, it becomes more of a burden
and will lengthen the procedure time, increasing risk.
● Span Multiple Levels: The rod bend approximator will function across a minimum of 5 levels,
specifically the lumbar and thoracic regions. An example of a scenario we want to have our
device work on is a spinal fusion surgery involving the vertebrae between the T11 and L4
regions.
This was listed as a high-risk specification as current MIS rod approximation devices never
spanned this many levels before. The more levels added, the larger the device could become,
interfering with other customer wants such as being lightweight and operational by a single
surgeon. A balance of spanning multiple levels and maintaining the other customer
requirements was necessary.
The entire House of Quality can be found in Appendix B.
The updated budget can be found in Appendix C.

5

Project Management

5.1

Overall Design Process
The design process involved in this project consisted of a simple outline. The first step was to
identify the tasks that needed to be completed. Once these were identified, the objectives of
the plan were created. The project objectives can be found in the previous section (Objectives)
under “Problem Statement.” The project objectives also included consistent meetings with the
SeaSpine Inc. sponsors as well as specific deliverables seen in Table 4. After all objectives were
stated, each objective was given a time estimate as well as an assigned person to be responsible
for it. Next, the timeline for the completion of the objectives was created. This was done in
ClickUp by creating a Gantt chart to identify all deliverables for this project and the specific
dates that each deliverable will be completed. The Gantt chart also showed which team
member was responsible for each deliverable.
Once all the times and dates were settled, each specific deliverable was looked at. The most
critical deliverable in this project was the conceptual model. To find a concept, the problem
needed to be understood. Through several meetings with the SeaSpine Inc. sponsors, the
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problem was finally understood, and the function of the design project was finally settled.
Through understanding the function, the structure and form of the project were developed to
create several concepts. These concepts built on each other and were critiqued by the sponsors
to lead to a final conceptual design.
5.2

All Deliverables
Table 4: Deliverables of Senior Design Project and Timeline. (Italicized deliverables have been
completed and bolded deliverables are the key deliverables.)
Number

Deliverables

Due Date

1

Morphology and Concept Sketches

January 31, 2022

2

Pugh Chart

February 2, 2022

3

Status Update Memo 1

February 7, 2022

4

Conceptual Model

February 9, 2022

5

FMEA

February 9, 2022

6

Conceptual Design Review Report

February 14, 2022

7

Conceptual Design Review Presentation

February 14, 2022

8

Status Update Memo 2

February 16, 2022

9

Peer Evaluations

February 16, 2022

10

3D Printed Model

February 24, 2022

11

Status Update Memo 3

February 28, 2022

12

Hazard and Risk Assessment

February 28, 2022

13

Critical Design Review Report

March 7, 2022

14

Critical Design Review Presentation

March 7, 2022
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15

Quiz 3

March 7, 2022

16

Spring Quarter Project Plan and Notebooks

March 15, 2022

17

Status Update Memo 4

April 7, 2022

18

Status Update Memo 5

April 14, 2022

19

Test Plan Report and Presentation

April 21, 2022

20

Functional Prototype Video

April 21, 2022

21

Peer Evaluations

April 28, 2022

22

Ethics Reflection

May 3, 2022

23

Status Update Memo 6

May 3, 2022

24

Quiz 4

May 5, 2022

25

Status Update Memo 7

May 10, 2022

26

Status Update Memo 8

May 19, 2022

27

Expo Poster

May 26, 2022

28

Expo Poster Presentations

May 27, 2022

29

Final Design Review Report and Presentation

May 31, 2022

30

Design Notebooks

June 2, 2022

31

Peer Evaluations

June 7, 2022

32

Senior Survey

June 7, 2022
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Network Diagram

Figure 7. Network Diagram Summary. A picture of a network diagram
relating all of the deliverables seen in the table above. The critical path is
highlighted in bold red.
5.4

Critical Path Discussion
As seen in the figure above, a bolded red critical path focused on the most important
deliverables in the project. The lighter red path involved all deliverables, including those with
more slack time. Items like the Status Update Memos and Quizzes were less involved in the
project as a whole and could be done without any reliance on other deliverables. The bolded
path followed a strict schedule of deliverables essential to the project. There was no slack time
in this path, and all deliverables involved precede each other, meaning that every deliverable
relied on the one before it to be completed before they can be completed.
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Morphology
The morphology of our concept sketches was a critical part of our project, which documented
our ideas and trains of thought for the conceptual model. In this section, there were three
concepts that were created and compared to each other, as well as an additional fourth concept
that we thought was important to add into our morphology.
To develop the subfunctions, we looked at the engineering specifications that we wanted our
device to accomplish and broke them down into more specific functions. Our device needed to
span multiple levels, and as a result, it would have to adjust to the x, y and z directions of the
spine to account for those changes in distance between each level. For ease of use, we wanted
to keep the amount of operators to one. Finally, the device should be able to approximate the
contour of the body and translate that to the rod, going hand-in-hand with spanning multiple
levels and adjusting to the spine noninvasively. One concept for each function was combined in
order to create the full 3 concepts outlined in the next section.

Figure 8. Morphology Table. The morphology table that outlines various
engineering specifications that the device needs and concepts that go with
those specifications.
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Concept 1: Nitinol (Not Compared)
This concept was developed through the sub-functions we developed in our morphology based
on approximating the shape of the span. To span multiple levels in the thoracic and lumbar
regions of the spine, we thought that a long piece of nitinol would be capable of doing so. In
terms of adjusting it to the spine for the x, y, z, and uniaxial directions, nitinol is a smart material
that can be bent accordingly. The idea is based around attaching the nitinol to notches in the
MIS towers, and with its shape memory, it manages to retain its shape for the surgeon to pull it
off the towers and bend the rod accordingly. Concerns came up with modifying the actual MIS
towers they want the device to be compatible with, as well as how the polyaxial motion of the
towers will not precisely correlate to how the rod will need to be bent from the top (as you get
further away from the spine, the differences will become more significant). In addition, the
temperature to treat may be too much, and the metal may require too much force. We also
were advised to stay within the towers and not on the outsides of them.

Figure 9. Nitinol Concept. A sketch of our initial nitinol concept that
utilizes notches placed on the MIS towers in order to secure the
nitinol in place as it goes over each one.

6.2

Concept 2: Handle (Compared)
This concept was created based on the idea that for an accurate measurement, the surgeon
must measure the shape needed for the rod from the base of the tower. To get to the base of
the tower (on top of the vertebrae), we created this concept to have adjustable rods that
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extend down into the MIS towers until they touch the pedicle screws in the vertebrae. Once
there, the surgeon will lock the device, pull it out, and have a clear idea of how the rod will need
to be contoured. The shortcomings of this design were that this device could only measure in
the y-direction, whereas it needed to span across x-,y-,z-, and uniaxial directions. Also, some
sanitary concerns were made regarding the retractable rods.

Figure 10. Handle Concept. A sketch of our initial handle
concept that utilizes adjustable rods to reach the pedicle
screws in the vertebrae.
6.3

Concept 3: Thick Handle (Compared)
This concept was done after seeing that we needed to include all planes (x, y, and z) of the spine
so that all types of spinal surgery could be fixed. This would include lordosis, kyphosis, and
scoliosis. We also found out that the towers used in spinal fusion surgery are not always in-line
with the screws or the tulips right at the vertebrae, so we wanted to find a way to include
detachable items that had uniaxial rotation to allow the surgeon to be still able to measure the
angles accurately. Each detachable item still had the ability to extend a pole into the towers and
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will stay locked until the surgeon chooses to extend or retract the pole. We also tried accounting
for different heights in different patients as well as different spacings between vertebrae for
different people, so we added several locations where the surgeons could attach the extension.
Unfortunately, there were still some sterilization concerns involved because of the pole
extension as well as many points of attachment.

Figure 11. Thick Handle Concept. A sketch of our initial
thick handle concept that utilizes magnetic poles that go
into the towers and tabs, up until the pedicle screws.

6.4

Concept 4: Caps (Compared)
This concept was conceived after a meeting with our sponsors. They pushed us toward creating
a detachable mechanical device (as seen in our last concept); however, they wanted a fully
detachable and a piece-by-piece product. Our new concept was simply caps that go on top of
the towers and tabs that stick out from the spine. These caps can be screwed down and
connected to each other. Once all of them have been connected, they can be removed from the
towers or tabs, and the spine rods can be secured underneath with the upside-down U-shape
and bent to conform to the shape that was created with all of the pieces. This idea was really
similar to our first concept with nitinol and conforming to the shape of the spine.
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Figure 12. Caps Concept. A sketch of our caps concept that incorporates caps that attach to
the top of the towers and tabs.

7

Conceptual Evaluation
After finalizing our top three conceptual designs, we needed to evaluate which of the three
concepts would be the one we would model. Since there was no pre-existing device for rod
bending approximation, we compared all three concepts to each other, thus creating three
separate Pugh Charts. Each member completed their own three Pugh Charts, and all charts
were averaged to come to the final three Pugh Charts. Based on the tables below, a final
concept design was chosen. See Appendix D for the individual Pugh Charts.
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Choosing Criteria and Importance Ratings
In terms of the criteria chosen for the Pugh charts, the main function of this rod bend
approximator was to be able to span multiple levels between the thoracic and lumbar regions of
the spine. As a result, this criteria received the highest important rating of 30. Sterilization was
also important for the usability of this device and how it needed to be reusable for multiple
surgeries on different patients, so it received the next highest rating of 25. Machinability was
also chosen as a criteria because the device needed to be something that can be handed to the
manufacturer and be machined without problems in terms of complex dimensions and
tolerances. Weight was also necessary to compare as the device could not be bulky to the point
that the surgeon could not handle it easily and rest it on the patient. Single operator usage also
went along with this criteria in a way as well, where requiring multiple people to operate this
product would become more of a hassle and increase the time needed for the surgery, which
we wanted to prevent. These last three criteria were all equally important, so their importance
values fell very close to each other around 13-17.
Below is the averaged Pugh Chart.
Table 5: Averaged Pugh Charts of Anise, Amanda, and Shervin’s Individual Pugh Charts.
Average 1:
Choosing a concept

Importance

Handle

Thick Handle

Caps

Single Operator

15.00

-0.67

0.00

Weight

13.33

-0.33

1.00

Machinability

16.67

-0.67

1.00

Sterilization

25.00

0.00

0.67

Spanning 5+ Levels

30.00

0.67

0.67

Total

0

-1.00

3.33

Weighted Total

0

-5.56

66.67

Average 2:
Choosing a concept

Importance

Thick Handle

Handle

Caps

Single Operator

15.00

0.67

0.67

Weight

13.33

1.00

1.00
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Machinability

16.67

0.67

0.67

Sterilization

25.00

0.33

0.67

Spanning 5+ Levels

30.00

0.00

0.00

Total

0

2.67

3.00

Weighted Total

0

42.78

51.11

Average 3:
Choosing a concept

Importance

Caps

Handle

Thick Handle

Single Operator

15.00

0.33

-1.00

Weight

13.33

-1.00

-1.00

Machinability

16.67

-1.00

-0.67

Sterilization

25.00

-1.00

-1.00

Spanning 5+ Levels

30.00

0.00

0.00

Total

0.00

-2.67

-3.67

Weighted Total

0.00

-50.00

-64.44

Comparing each of the concepts with each other, our Caps idea excelled. In each comparison,
the values for the Caps concept were either equivalent to the other concept (0 value) or better
(1). No negative values were present (-1), making this the concept that we chose to go with for
our conceptual model.

8

Conceptual Model
Below are isometric images of the pieces of our caps concept that we created using
SOLIDWORKS, as well as a final picture of what everything looks like assembled. In the final
assembly, the total length was 195 mm, and the largest width coming from the wing nut was
exactly 30 mm.
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SOLIDWORKS Images

Figure 13. Total assembly of
apparatus. Complete assembly
showing 2 levels of
measurement with 3 sets of
devices.
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Figure 14. Top Cap and Bottom Cap. The top cap that was created in SOLIDWORKS, displaying
both the intended orientation and an orientation showing the side profile and underside with
its spherical cavities.
The Top Cap and Bottom Cap were larger than the diameter of the towers and the Locking
Mechanism Body to allow ease of use for the surgeon. The Top Cap and Bottom Cap had the
same dimensions, with the most notable aspect being the slip fit thru-hole through the center
that allows the U-Rod and Locking Mechanism to easily go on.
In assembly, the Bottom Cap will be welded on to the U-Rod and the Locking Mechanism to
provide a datum for the surgeon, as well as providing more structural rigidity when welded to
the Locking Mechanism body after machining.

Figure 15. Ball-ended Bar - Female End. The female ball-ended bar that was created in
SOLIDWORKS, with a cavity on the end where a 6-mm diameter sphere can be welded onto.
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Figure 16. Ball-ended Bar - Male End. The male ball-ended bar
that was created in SOLIDWORKS, with a 6-mm diameter sphere
on the end that sits between the bottom and top cap pieces.
This bar will lock in between the Top and Bottom Cap Pieces. A 6-mm ball will be welded onto
the cavity shown on the right side of the bar. The ball end will sit in the spherical cavity within
the two caps. The bar itself will follow the direction of the tower that is neighboring it, which
will reflect the deflections occurring within the patient's spinal curvature. One adjustable bar
set will be available for the surgeon, ranging from 1-2 inches in length. This adjustment is done
when the male end is twisted into the female end until the desired length is achieved, and it is
locked in with a set-screw through the hole at the top of the bar as seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 17. U-Rod. The U-Rod was created in
SOLIDWORKS with a length of 195 mm and
7.94 mm width for the “u” shape at the
bottom to accommodate for the various
spinal rod diameters.
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The U-Rod component was based on the diameter of the rods that will be bent by the surgeon
and placed into the body. SeaSpine’s Mariner system works with 5.5 mm and 6.0 mm diameters,
so the u-shape at the bottom had a width of 6.25 mm to hold both sizes. This component also
had 5/16"-24 threading at the top so that the surgeon could screw down an external nut such as
a wing nut to lock the Top Cap piece once the Ball-Ended Bars are in place.

Figure 18. Locking Mechanism Body. The locking mechanism body from the Tower
Reducer device in SeaSpine’s Mariner MIS system.
The Locking Mechanism body was utilized from the Tower Reducer files provided to us from
SeaSpine. This Locking Mechanism included the Reducer Body and the Release Levers, which
were both connected with Handle Springs, Handle Pins, and Orientation Screws. The Release
Levers had hooks at the bottom that would catch the slots in the MIS towers, locking the whole
system in place. For removal, the grooves on each side could be pushed inward to release the
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hooks from the slots. The top of this Locking Mechanism body will be welded to the Bottom Cap
piece.
8.2

Analysis
The analysis done on our parts included a complete assembly of all of the pieces of our model.
This assembly was done in SolidWorks. The purpose of the assembly was to see how all of the
pieces of the model fit together and if all of the tolerances allow for the entire model to work as
one. We also needed to see how our custom-designed parts would fit with the previously
designed SeaSpine parts. All parts were created separately in SolidWorks and were brought
together into one assembly.

8.3

Results from Analysis
Throughout this analysis of the model, we learned that we were, in fact, able to fit our
personally designed parts with the SeaSpine parts. We also learned that each Cap, U-Rod, and
Ball-Ended Bar would be very small based on our research of the distance between vertebrae.
This distance will vary, however, depending on the location of each tower and tab coming out of
the patient’s back, so one solution could be multiple ball-ended bars being manufactured with
multiple lengths. Another solution could involve a sliding mechanism on each bar itself that
increases or decreases the length. This is a concern that came up from this analysis and will be
brought up to our sponsors during our next meeting for further guidance.

8.4

Further Development of Design
This analysis and assembly taught us that we could mostly use simple pins and screws to
assemble the model fully. We also now knew that we would have to weld or solder the bottom
cap piece to the locking mechanism body for the entire model to work. The question regarding
how to deal with varying distances of each ball-ended bar will need to be considered as well.
Finally, this cap design was only considering SeaSpine’s Mariner MIS system towers and not
their tabs (another way of performing MIS surgery). Another locking mechanism that SeaSpine
currently has for the tabs would have to be utilized for that version of our cap design. We knew
that there will be a lot to manufacture during Spring Quarter with this model, but we hoped
that after careful design considerations, it would be possible.
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FMEA
The model’s design considerations were carefully considered to create a final conceptual design.
This final design then needed an investigation of its failure mode and effects thus a Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was conducted for the final concept. Below, in Figure 19, is an
FMEA for the Rod Bending Approximator. This was the final step conducted up to this point.

Figure 19. FMEA. A figure of the failure mode and effects analysis for the approximator device.
In terms of our functions affected and how they are caused, a lot of them were a result of
machining. With our conceptual device, many tight tolerances and machining would need to be
done, and if anything was not as accurate as it could be, functions such as removing the caps
and the u-rod tightness could be hindered. We planned to 3D print our assembly and see
whether or not these failure modes were a possibility. We also wanted to discuss the feasibility
of these dimensions with our sponsors and provide accurate drawings for the machinist to go
off of when we planned to machine our parts and assemble the device.
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Risk and Hazard Assessment
This model needed to be assessed for potential risks and hazards. This was done by using a
design hazard checklist which allows for a thorough check of all potential harms that the device
could cause. Below in Figure 20 is the final risk assessment done for the apparatus.

Figure 20. Design Hazard Checklist. A figure of the
design hazard checklist with hazard descriptions and
planned corrective actions.
The first potential harm evaluated regards our design involving squeezing, specifically when we
lock the ball-ended bars in place with the wing nut at the top. In order to account for this
hazard, we planned to include some type of warning that cautioned the surgeon about moving
parts that could potentially injure them if not careful enough.
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The second potential harm evaluated was about how our design could possibly be used in an
unsafe manner. Our device was pretty thin and may weigh up to a pound in total, so if not
handled properly, it could have had the potential to harm the patient or the surgeon. It also
involved a lot of small parts that could get lost easily if not handled carefully.

11

Detailed Design
Below is the detailed design developed from our conceptual design discussed earlier. The first
figure shown has an exploded view and normal view of the whole caps assembly, as well as the
Bill of Materials with each part listed accordingly. All of the materials chosen for our device
abided by ASTM F899 standards for surgical instruments. These included 17-4 PH Stainless Steel
for manufacturing the U-Rod and Top and Bottom Caps, as well as 316 Stainless Steel for the
inner and outer bars and balls of the Ball-Ended Bar. 316 Stainless Steel has good corrosion
resistance which is crucial for a device that will be continually sterilized overtime. This also will
prevent metallic contamination during the surgery. 17-4 PH stainless steel shares similar
properties including having high strength and hardness properties. These will be necessary as
the Top and Bottom Caps of the device will be undergoing compressive loads when locking
them together.
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Figure 21. Rod Bend Approximator Assembly Drawing. A figure showing the assembly
drawing of all the components in the rod bend approximator.
Next, we created drawings for the parts that we were specifically manufacturing (the Top and
Bottom Caps and U-Rod). The Top and Bottom Caps had identical dimensions everywhere
except the center hole where the U-Rod would go through. For the Bottom Cap, this would be a
slip fit that would slide onto the U-Rod when we were assembling the final product. This would
be welded on afterwards to make it even more secure. On the other hand, the Top Cap would
have a clearance hole so that it could move freely and be locked down by the wing nut at the
top. These specific dimensions can be seen below in the drawings provided.
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Figure 22. Bottom Cap Drawing. A figure showing the drawing of the bottom cap final
design. The important dimension here is the slip fit hole with a diameter of 7.943 mm
so that it can slide up to the location specified and be welded in place.
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Figure 23. Bottom Cap and Locking Mechanism Assembly Instructions. A figure
showing the instructions for welding the bottom cap at 174.17 mm from the bottom of
the U-Rod, and then welding the locking mechanism to the bottom of the bottom cap.
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Figure 24. Top Cap and U-Rod Drawing. A figure showing the drawings of the top cap
and U-Rod final design.

From these drawings, we planned to manufacture our device so that we could begin testing on
our prototype for design changes if necessary. Those manufacturing plans can be found in the
next section.

12

Prototype Manufacturing Plan
Our manufacturing plan involved machining each part individually from purchased parts online
and then assembling them together in the end. Below is a figure outlining the main layout of
the order in which this would occur.
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12.1 Manufacturing Process Instructions
This procedure provided instructions in manufacturing the SeaSpine Rod Bending Approximator
tool in accordance with ISO 13485:2016.
1. Manufacturing U-Rod
a. Cut 5/16” 17-4 PH Stainless Steel rod [P/N 9095K101] to 195 mm of length.
b. Using a metal drill bit of 15/64", tap a semi-circle thru-hole at one end of the rod
per drawing instructions.
c. On the opposing side of the rod, use a threading die to thread 5/16”-24 down 30
mm per the drawing.
2. Manufacturing Bottom Cap
a. Using 7/8" 17-4 PH Stainless Steel rod [P/N 1141T29], cut a length of 1/4".
b. Utilize a Compute Numerical Control (CNC) machine to program the dimensions
of the cap and mill it.
3. Manufacturing Top Cap
a. Using 7/8" 17-4 PH Stainless Steel rod [P/N 1141T29], cut a length of 1/4".
b. Utilize a Compute Numerical Control (CNC) machine to program the dimensions
of the cap and mill it.
4. Bottom Cap and Locking Mechanism Welded Assembly
a. TIG weld the bottom face of the bottom-cap (the face without the spherical
cavities) to the rim of the locking mechanism (opposite from lever arms).
5. U-Rod, Bottom Cap, and Locking Mechanism Welded Assembly
a. Taking the bottom cap and locking mechanism welded assembly, press fit it with
the u-rod using hydraulic press.
b. TIG weld the u-rod to the bottom cap and the locking mechanism welded
assembly.
6. Manufacturing Male Ball-Ended Bar
a. 3D print using a high-resolution 3D printer
7. Manufacturing Female Ball-Ended Bar
a. 3D print using a high-resolution 3D printer
For this manufacturing process, the initial phases of manufacturing the apparatus were done at
Mustang 60 at Cal Poly and required a yellow-tag certification from the user. For the Top and
Bottom Caps, help from a CNC specialist at the machine shops was required.

Table 6: Bill of Materials for Rod Approximator Apparatus.
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Bill Of Materials
Item No.

Part Name

Description / P/N

QTY.

1

U-Rod

17-4 PH Stainless-Steel / MMC 9095K101

1

2

Wing Nut

316 Stainless Steel Wing Nut / MMC 94543A520

1

3

Bottom Cap

17-4 PH Stainless Steel / MMC 1141T29

1

4

Top Cap

17-4 PH Stainless Steel / MMC 1141T29

1

5

Locking
Mechanism

SeaSpine Reducer Locking Mechanism /
MM2-000310-01

1

6

Set Screw

18-8 Stainless Steel Flat-Tip Set Screw / MMC
92605A911

1

7

Ball

316 Stainless Steel Ball / MMC 96415K588

2

8

Male Bar

17-4 PH Stainless Steel / MMC 1141T11

1

9

Female Bar

17-4 PH Stainless Steel / MMC 1141T23

1

In the next section, we will run through the testing plans that we believed would ensure that
our product worked as intended and would help us determine if anything is wrong.

13

Detailed Test Protocols
Our test protocol involved three major tests that we believed would help determine if the
design of our device was plausible and if it could be used safely and effectively for MIS spinal
fusion surgery. The three tests included a usability test, a sterilization test, and a weight and size
test. The specifications for the device can be found in the results section of each test. Seen
below is a network diagram of the test plan, locations, and personnel.
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Figure 26. Test Plan Network Diagram. A network
diagram displaying the three tests that were planned.

13.1 Usability Testing
Table 7: Usability Test Protocol.
Test Items

Sample Size

Test Approach

Test Standards Personnel

Result

Entire device
after
manufacturing
complete

-Four individual
pieces of device
used
-All three team
members
performed test

-All critical tasks
performed
-Test conditions
sufficiently
realistic to
represent actual
conditions of use
[17]
-No risks

AAMI/ANSI HE75:
Human Factors
Engineering:
Design of Medical
Devices
ANSI/AAMI/IEC
62366:
Application of
Usability
Engineering to
Medical Devices

Specifications:
-Single operator
use
-Spans 3-5 levels
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Pass/Fail:
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use: PASS
-Spans 3-5 levels:
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13.2 Sterilization Testing
Table 8: Sterilization Test Protocol.
Test Items

Sample Size

Test Approach

Test Standards Personnel

Result

-U-Rod, Bottom
Cap, and Locking
Mechanism piece
after welding
-Top Cap separate

-Four U-Rod
pieces
-Four Top Caps
-One member of
team

-Device inoculated
with non-sterile
material
-Device placed in
autoclave in
53-309
-Device visually
inspected for
cleanliness [18]

ISO 11737: Tests
of sterility
performed in the
definition,
validation and
maintenance of a
sterilization
process

Specification:
-Steam sterilizable

Lead: Amanda
Hansell

Pass/Fail:
-Steam
sterilizable: PASS

13.3 Weight and Size Testing
Table 9: Weight and Size Test Protocol.
Test Items

Sample Size

Test Approach

Test Standards Personnel

Result

Entire device
after
manufacturing
complete

-Three of each
piece with Top
Cap screwed
on

-Weigh one U-Rod,
Top Cap, Bottom
Cap, Locking
Mechanism, Wing
Nut on scale
-Measure length of
U-Rod with caliper
-Repeat for all three
devices

None

Specifications:
-Weight under 8 oz
-Length exactly 195
mm

Lead: Amanda
Hansell

Pass/Fail:
-Weight: PASS
-Length: PASS

In the next section, we will go over the data acquired from the three tests that were performed.

14

Testing Data and Analyses
In this section, we discuss the data and analysis done from the three final tests performed on
our manufactured device. We will go through the usability test outcomes, the sterilization test
inspection, and the weight and size test data.
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Table 11: Summary of Testing Performed

14.1

Spec #

Parameters

Requirements

Tolerance

Pass/Fail

1

Weight

8 ounces

Max

Pass

2

Size

208 mm x 25.4 mm

Max

Pass

3

Steam Sterilizable

0 microbes

Max

Pass

4

Usability # of Operators

1 person

Max

Pass

5

Span Multiple Levels

3-5 Levels

Min

Fail

Usability Testing
There was no data acquired for the usability test. This test was a simple pass or fail test to see if
the fully manufactured device could be used correctly. The test was designed to imitate the
conditions of a minimally invasive spinal fusion surgery so that it could be seen if the device
would work in this setting. This test aimed to fulfill two product specifications: single operator
use device and span three to five levels of the spine. The test passed the single operator use
specification but failed to span three to five levels of the spine. The primary reason for failure of
this specification is because the weight of the apparatus as a whole was far too much for a
single operator to handle at one time.

14.2

Sterilization Testing
There was also no data acquired for this test due to it being based on a visual inspection. The
test was also a pass or fail test to see if the material that we used for our device was steam
sterilizable. Since the material that we chose was surgical grade material, this test was used to
see how the device (once manufactured) would sterilize. Unfortunately, the only autoclave that
was available to us was not a hospital grade autoclave, so a true sterilization test could not be
performed. The Cal Poly Biological Sciences department was very helpful with showing us how
to use their autoclave and how to inspect after sterilizing.
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Figure 27. Autoclave Sterilization Test. The four U-Rod
pieces and the separate Top Caps after thirty minutes in the
autoclave.
For this test, we placed all four of our individual U-Rod pieces and our separate Top Caps into
the autoclave located in 53-309 for a fast cleaning. The pieces were taken out and visually
inspected. The test passed the specification for steam sterilizability.

14.3

Weight and Size Testing
This test was performed using a scale and a caliper. Each of the three fully manufactured U-Rod
pieces with the Top Caps screwed on were weighed individually on a scale. The data from this
weight test can be seen below in Table 10.

Table 10: Data from Weight Test.
Piece #

1

2

3

Weight (oz)

4.2796

4.2768

4.2871

Average:

4.2812
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The specification for the weight test was that each piece needed to be under eight ounces.
Based on the specifications and the data acquired, the test passed.
The U-Rods were measured with calipers to ensure that the length from top to bottom was
exactly 195 millimeters (the length specification). Based on the measuring data acquired, the
test passed.

15

Instructions for Use
These Instructions for Use outline a demonstration of the apparatus with one level (two
individual devices). These steps can be repeated for multiple levels if needed.
Place each U-Rod piece (Figure 28) into the SeaSpine Mariner MIS Towers that are in the
patient’s back as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 28. U-Rod Piece.
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Figure 29. Mariner MIS Towers.
This picture shows the U-Rod
pieces locked inside the MIS
towers.
Lock each piece in place by squeezing the gold-colored grooves on the sides of the Locking
Mechanism and pushing it down into the slots of the tower. Once each piece is locked in place,
you will need to determine the lengths needed for the Ball-Ended Bars to connect the devices.
Take the male and female Ball-Ended Bars and adjust them accordingly (through screwing
clockwise/counter-clockwise) based on the distance between the towers. Once a satisfactory
length is achieved, lock the male end into the female end of the system by tightening in a set
screw with a hex screwdriver. Place the ends of each bar into the spherical grooves of the device
as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Spherical Grooves of Top Cap.
Lock the Top Cap of the device onto the Ball-Ended Bars by screwing down the wing nut
clockwise as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Ball-Ended Bars.
This picture shows the
Ball-Ended Bars locked into
place with the wing nuts.
Repeat this process to connect all of the devices that are in each tower together. Once every
device is connected together with the wing nuts clamped down onto the Ball-Ended Bars,
unlock the Locking Mechanisms by squeezing the gold grooves and pull the connected system
out entirely. Place the connected system on a flat surface and bring a spinal rod up to it. Start at
the beginning of the connected system and press the spinal rod up to the “u” shape of the
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U-Rod. Look at where the rod needs to be bent to reach the next “u” shape and bend the rod
accordingly to achieve that position, as shown in Figure 32 below.

Figure 32. Connected
System. This picture shows
the connected system with
the spinal rod pressed up
against the “u” shape.
Once the rod can be pressed up against that next “u” shape, continue to repeat this process
until the entire rod has been bent.

16

Discussion

16.1 Future Plans
To progress this project further, there are some design changes that would improve the
apparatus in the future renditions. We first want to machine out the ball-ended bars.
Machinability with the shops on campus made creating our design for our ball-ended bars
difficult, so we 3-D printed them for the prototype. If we were to machine them, the steps
would involve the following:
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1. Manufacturing Male Ball-Ended Bar
b. Using 1/8" 17-4 PH Stainless Steel rod [P/N 1141T11], cut a length of 1”.
c. Use a threading die to thread M3x0.5 halfway down the rod.
d. On the opposing side, TIG weld the 316 Stainless Steel ball [P/N 96415K588] to the
end.
2. Manufacturing Female Ball-Ended Bar
e. Using 1/4" 17-4 PH Stainless Steel rod [P/N 1141T23], cut a length of 1”.
f. Use a threading tap to thread M3x0.5 inside halfway down the rod.
g. Using a lathe, shave off part of the side opposing the threaded side to reach a
diameter of 1/8".
h. TIG weld the 316 Stainless Steel ball [P/N 96415K588] to the end of the 1/8"
unthreaded side.
i. Thread a M2x0.4 thru hole into the top of the 1/4" side.
We would also want to be able to make our device compatible with the Mariner MIS Tabs, as it
is only compatible with the Towers (black). These are the gray hollow cylinders present in the
picture below.
Based on surgeon preference (the Towers and Tabs break off from the tulips differently), they
may use one or the other during spinal fusion surgery. Our device currently only works with the
Towers as we utilized the locking mechanism from one of SeaSpine’s current devices (the Tower
Reducer). This change could be implemented by possibly utilizing a locking mechanism from a
device that works with the Tabs, just like what we did with our current device.
Another change that would improve the device involves reducing the weight. Currently, the
device as a whole can become too heavy, especially when it comes to approximating the
curvature of a rod for more than 5 levels. One way of reducing the weight of a device at each
vertebrae is to create a hole going all the way throughout the entire U-Rod. This hole could be 5
mm in diameter and not interfere with the threading or u-shape at the bottom. Another way to
reduce weight is to use a lighter material such as Ti-6Al-4V, which is still biocompatible/safe for
contact with the body.
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Figure 33. Updated U-Rod. U-Rod with thru-hole
implemented to reduce weight.
In addition to the current ball-ended bar set we created to span 1-2 inches, another set
spanning 1.5-3 inches would be beneficial for the surgeon to have on hand. Levels in the spine
would not usually range in lengths past this measurement, so having a set that can go up to 3
inches would give the surgeon more options during surgery.
For ease of locating the bottom cap on the U-Rod, part of the U-Rod can also be turned down to
7.25 mm in width as shown below to create a shoulder for the Bottom Cap to be pressed
against when welding. These changes described are also shown in Appendix E at the end of the
report through SOLIDWORKS drawings.
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Figure 34. Updated U-Rod Frontal View. U-Rod
turned down to 7.25 mm to create a shoulder for the
bottom cap to press against for welding.
Finally, to make it easier for the surgeon to conduct the surgery and not deal with numerous
external tools, we would want to implement a way to lock the Ball-Ended Bars without a set
screw. The set screw currently requires a hex screwdriver, so the surgeon would have to reach
out for a new tool while using a tool which already requires many steps. Possibly finding a
wing-nut that works as a set screw or another way of locking the ball-ended bars in place would
fix this problem.
16.2

Conclusion
This is the final test plan report for the SeaSpine Rod Bending Approximator group. All new and
updated design, manufacturing, and test protocol and analysis components were included and
have been reviewed by all members of the group. Through testing, the apparatus met all
specifications in place except spanning across multiple levels. For future renditions of the
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device, weight reductions will be crucial in spanning multiple levels. Also, a range of length for
the ball-ended bars will be necessary as well for different spinal curvature diseases. This
apparatus proved to be a viable option in approximating the curvature of a spine & providing a
cross-reference check for the surgeon.

17
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Appendices
Appendix A: Customer Wants/Needs
Production: Must be able to be machined (no 3D printed or injection molded components; 3D
printing is acceptable for prototypes)
Material: Must be made from biocompatible materials that are approved for transient patient
contact (<24 hrs) in surgical settings
Operation: Must interface with Mariner MIS extended tabs and towers, be able to span multiple
levels, be used by one operator, confirms if the rod shape is acceptable after bending,
approximates curves in the coronal and sagittal planes, is intuitive and easy to use, is reusable
Costs: Maximum of $1000 dollars to manufacture, including machining
Quality control: Sterilizability with limited number of blind holes/cannulas, does not create a
new worst case for cleaning and sterilization
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Appendix B: House of Quality
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Appendix C: Updated Budget

Description

Product
Number

Planned
Purpose
Unit

Quantity

Cost/Unit

Total
Cost

10/pack

1

$7.55

$7.55

316 Stainless Steel Wing Nut,
Super-Corrosion-Resistant, 5/16"-24
Thread Size

93575A313

Nut to lock
caps

Hardened Tight-Tolerance
High-Strength 17-4 PH Stainless
Steel, 1/4" diameter

1141T23

Female bars

1 ft

1

$24.21

$24.21

Hardened Tight-Tolerance 17-4 PH
Stainless Steel Rod, 1/8" Diameter

1141T11

Male bars

2 ft

1

$24.69

$24.69

5/16" Tight-Tolerance High-Strength
17-4 PH S.S

9095K101

U-rod

3 ft

2

$49.02

$98.04

1141T29

Top Cap and
Bottom Cap

ft

1

$73.98

$73.98

Stainless Steel Flat-Tip Set Screw
18-8, M2 x 0.40 mm Thread, 2 mm
Long

92605A911

Set-Screw
for bars

25/pack

1

$10.01

$10.01

Corrosion-Resistant 316 Stainless
Steel Ball 6 mm Diameter

96415K588

Ball

50/pack

1

$8.53

$8.53

Hardened Tight-Tolerance 17-4 PH
Stainless Steel Rod 7/8" Diameter

Total Cost: $247.01
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Appendix D: Individual Pugh Charts

Anise:
Choosing a concept

Importance

Single Operator

Handle

Thick Handle

Caps

25

0

1

Weight

10

1

1

Machinability

20

-1

1

Sterilization

15

-1

0

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

1

1

Total

0

0

4

Weighted Total

0

5

85

Choosing a concept

Importance

Thick Handle

Handle

Caps

Single Operator

25

0

1

Weight

10

1

1

Machinability

20

1

1

Sterilization

15

1

1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

0

0

Total

0

3

4

Weighted Total

0

45

70

Choosing a concept

Importance

Caps

Handle

Thick Handle

Single Operator

25

0

-1

Weight

10

-1

-1

Machinability

20

-1

-1

Sterilization

15

-1

-1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

0

0

Total

-3

-4

-75

85

Weighted Total
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Amanda:
Choosing a concept

Importance

Single Operator

Handle

Thick Handle

Caps

10

-1

0

Weight

15

-1

1

Machinability

15

-1

1

Sterilization

30

0

1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

0

0

Total

0

-3

3

Weighted Total

0

-40

60

Choosing a concept

Importance

Thick Handle

Handle

Caps

Single Operator

10

1

1

Weight

15

1

1

Machinability

15

1

1

Sterilization

30

1

1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

0

0

Total

0

4

4

Weighted Total

0

70

70

Choosing a concept

Importance

Caps

Handle

Thick Handle

Single Operator

10

0

-1

Weight

15

-1

-1

Machinability

15

-1

-1

Sterilization

30

-1

-1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

0

0

Total

0

-3

-4

Weighted Total

0

-60

-70

Shervin:
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Choosing a concept

Importance

Single Operator

Handle

Thick Handle

Caps

10

-1

-1

Weight

15

-1

1

Machinability

15

0

1

Sterilization

30

1

1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

1

1

Total

0

0

3

Weighted Total

0

35

80

Choosing a concept

Importance

Thick Handle

Handle

Caps

Single Operator

10

1

0

Weight

15

1

1

Machinability

15

0

0

Sterilization

30

-1

0

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

1

0

Total

0

2

1

Weighted Total

0

25

15

Choosing a concept

Importance

Caps

Handle

Thick Handle

Single Operator

10

1

-1

Weight

15

-1

-1

Machinability

15

-1

0

Sterilization

30

-1

-1

Spanning 5+ Levels

30

-1

0
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Appendix E: Detailed Drawings for Future Design

Figure 35. Updated Drawing of U-Rod and Top Cap. A figure showing drawings of the
U-Rod and top cap where the U-Rod now has a shoulder for location purposes (can
slide the bottom cap up against it and weld it) as well as a 5 mm thru-hole to reduce
the weight.
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Figure 36. Ball-ended Bar Male and Female. A figure showing drawings of the
ball-ended bars male and female if they were machined. The 6-mm balls would be
welded onto the ends of each of the bars as they sit in the shallow divots created.
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